REPORT FROM THE CHAIRPERSON
-

Thank Pete/Nigel/Bryan for their outstanding work during the
last year. Especially for:
- reducing our contribution after negotiation for reducing
our DOCAS contribution down to 0.5%.
- A significant joint Union effort with Unison being actively
involved throughout the Technician campaign for band 5 we saw
over 350 techs up move up to band 5 to end the historical
unfairness in pay.

- As a rep for 111 service, I have activity promoted Unison along
with recruiting numerous new members and have represented
varying levels of cases within the 111-service area.
- Reported from April 2019 there will be a new contract for
a year in 111. Also more integration between EOC and 111.
The Manchester Triage is being rolled out to all 111 Sections.
- Pip was thanked for her report on the Thanet PP Project which
is working well and the staff like it.
- Tony is thanked on behalf of the Branch for attending the
National LGBT Conference on behalf of the Branch.
- UNISON contributed to the Quiet Room at Crawley by
donating some furniture.
- Rotas these are constantly being looked at as the Trust moves to a
Trust wide rota change on the 1st April
- NHS Pay Proposal which came out in July.


UNISON sponsored the Pride for the 8th year.



Gary is thanked for his comprehensive reporting on what is
happening in Infection Control



Kevin is most sincerely thanked for all his hard work in the
role of Branch Treasurer. He is now standing down but will be
available to assist Stella Quentin-Steele as she takes over this
important role.

-

Also thanks to Roger New for all his hard work
behind the scenes in getting the Branch the money they
deserve.

-

As a thank you to Kevin the Branch sent a cheque
for £100 to the Chestnut Tree House Children’s Cancer Charity
on his behalf.

